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FOREWORD
This educational text is intended for students of secondary schools of electrical engineering
and workers in the field of electrical engineering to get required comprehensive view of smart
grids used in home installations. They can be used also by teachers of technical subjects,
students of elementary schools and other interested who deal with this topic. The objective of
this study text is not go to mathematical, physical and chemical details because a detailed
description is not the subject of secondary education, but of college students. The purpose is
only to hand over substantial information to a reader about particular types of intelligent
systems used in home installations including their installation and setting in operation.
In the opening part there is briefly described the term SMART GRID. Then there is paid
attention to the basic division of intelligent grids including technical terminology which is
used in this book. In the final part there is presented the overall evaluation with respect to
economics and practical use of smart grids in houses.
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Introduction

Contemporary modern civilization is daily dependent on the consumption of a great amount
of electric and heat power because of its way of life. Electric power is currently one of the
mainstays of modern society. An advantage of electric power is that it is well transmissible on
long distances in contrast to mechanical energy which is poorly transmissible even on short
distances. However, its disadvantage lies in its storage which can be done by electric power
accumulators only in a limited amount which means that a great amount of electric power is
considered as non-storable. In comparison to heat power it is better storable in heat
accumulation containers, but even with them the heat storing is limited. Because there are
valid laws of conservation of energy which means that energy can not be made of
nothing, but it can only be changed into other forms of energy. Therefore, there is
necessary for getting electric and heat energy to use energy sources. These sources are either
renewable (for example wind, water, sun), or non-renewable (for example uranium, coal, oil
or natural gas).
An access to these sources and their use is crucial for contemporary modern society. From the
economical point of view it is valid that the economical growth of a country is proportionate
to the consumption of energy sources. Capability to independently produce electric and heat
power and get it to its consumer belongs to the main assessment criterion of development
level of a state because there depends the operation of most industrial areas and services on
the ability of regular electric and heat supplies. Because of the limited amount of energy
sources there is a tendency in modern developed countries to make their use more effective
to cover the life needs of society. With this requirement there is related a frugal using of
individual energy sources that means that there is placed a requirement on the operators of
power grids and the end consumer to use electric power only in time when it is needed. For
this purpose there are supplied so called „SMART GRIDS“ „SG“ on the electricity market
or intelligent grids containing the systems of measuring, control and regulation which have
the task to help reducing overall electric power consumption in households, industry and
services. For the best use there are „SG“ elements placed in terms of all electrical grid „EG“.
In this book there is the main attention paid to the smart grids in home installations that
means to end consumers of electric power and to so called authorized customers „AC“.
From electric power view point use and comfort of control there are intelligent/smart
installations much more efficient because a user does not have to deal with, for example,
switching on lights mechanically, or switching heating devices in case of heat shortage. This
process will be solved for him by a smart installation in form of detectors, sensors and
thermostats.
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Fig. 1: Comparison of costs and profits between a classical and a smart installation

Fig. 2: A Model of energy-saving household
https://archiv.ihned.cz/c1-63105820-usporna-domacnost-v-roce-2050
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Basic description of home electrical wiring

A home electrical wiring is a set of electrical devices „ED“ which are mutually conductively
connected. Under the term electrical device can be understood all that serve for generation
(el. generator), transmission (el. wiring), transformation (transformer) and consumption of
electrical energy. The task of electrical wiring is the distribution of electrical energy to
appliances. In households it is possible to meet with a typical kind of installation as well as
with a smart installation „SG“. Both these types can be combined according to needs of
users. Among the basic parts which are shared with both systems belong:







Home electric connection
Distribution box - HDS
The central home wiring – the electrical wiring
Consumer unit with an electric meter
Secondary distribution board – in case of SG it includes a data bus
Individual home wiring circuits – circuits for sockets and lights (can be made by
electrical or in case of SG by data wiring

Fig. 3: An example of electrical wiring in a block of flats , https://publi.cz/books/260/02.html
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2.1
Difference between the installation with a bus system and the classical
installation
As it was mentioned in the previous chapter the majority of installations is connected to the
public distribution grid. There is an exception which is an off-grid operation when there is
the building supplied only from its own sources of electrical energy. The connection and
measuring of electric power consumption is carried out by electrical wiring. The difference
between a SG and classical installation begins from the secondary distribution board.
Classical home electrical wiring
It is the most common type which can be found in majority of households. In comparison to
SGs there is an advantage in its relatively simple design because it is mostly made up
electrical wiring . In older installations there can be found aluminium wiring „Al“. In new
installations there are used only copper wirings „Cu“. The basic difference between a
classical and a SG installation lies in controlling the flow of electrical energy. With a
classical design there is the flow of electrical energy controlled by a switch, that means that
from the distribution board there is used a feed conductor, which is separately protected, to
the switch and from there to the light source.

Fig. 4 An example of light source control with a single -pole switch in a alternating grid TN-S

In the illustration above there can be seen that the switch serves for direct switching on/off of
the light source. There is no regulation of electric power flow via a control circuit. For clear
and easy orientation in designs there are used colour, graphical and letter/numeral marks on
conductors.
Note:
In case of letter-number marks there are used solely Arabic numerals (1, 2, etc.). Roman
numerals are not used. As for letters there is recommended not to use „O“ and „I“ to prevent
mistaking them for numbers zero and one.
An installation with a bus system
Unlike a classical installation a „SG“ has the data circuits whose centre is a bus system. The
main task of „SG“ is to control and operate various technological processes which can be
4

found in buildings. As an example there can be used a light circuit when there is sent a signal
to the control unit after pushing a button and the unit subsequently switch on/off the light
source. An advantage is that by this way there can be controlled more light circuits at the
same time. There can be made so called lighting scene by the mutual combination of light
circuits which are in the same room. Under the term lighting scene there can be understood
lighting of a room according to the activity and daytime. That means that there can be
switched all lights at 100% if there is a need for high visibility or to lower lighting of the
central light source by means of a dimmer for example by 25% and at the same time to switch
on some support wall light sources. There can be achieved, for example, the suitable lighting
for watching TV. Among the electrical devices which serve for assessment of the situation
there can belong, for example, dimmers, motion detectors, sensors or thermostats.

Fig. 5 An example of lighting control in a smart grid installation

2.2

Electric connection and connection box

Electric connection
It is an electrical device which serves for connection of every customer to the low voltage
grid. It begins with a junction from the central or branch wiring and ends in the connection
box. It can be made as:
Overhead power lines




AlFe – bare wiring
AES – insulated self-supporting wiring
AYKYz – suspension cable

Power cables


AYKYz
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Fig. 6: An example of a cable connection to the connection box
http://elektrika.cz/data/clanky/hlavni-casti-elektroinstalace-v-bytovych-a-administrativnichobjektech

At present there are the most widespread AYKY cables with the 25mm² cross-section of
conductor, or self-supporting systems AES with the cross-section of 16mm². With the AIFe
or AYKYz use we can meet mostly in older types of installations. With AES there is
necessary to be more cautious in case of installation to some flammable surfaces because the
polyethylene insulation which AES wiring contains is not self-extinguishing. The phases
with AES wiring are distinguished according to the number of protrusions on a
conductor. Phase L1 has one protrusion, L2 has two protrusions, L3 has three protrusions and
conductor PEN is smooth.

Fig. 8: AES wiring

Fig. 7: ALFe wiring
Connection box

A connection box which can be also found under the term home delivery system “HDS”
contains not only clamps for connection to wiring, but also fuse-bases in which there are
placed fuse links – generally fuses. The clamps for connection of L1, L2, L3 are marked with
capital letters U,V,W.
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Fig. 9: An example of marking phases and clamps, https://eluc.kr-olomoucky.cz/verejne/lekce/358

Note:
As it has been mentioned in case of electric connection there does not have to be used a blue
stripe for marking a “PEN” conductor.
2.3

Consumer unit

A consumer unit “CU” is a place for placing a metering device which serves for measuring
electric power, it is a so called electricity meter. From the previous sentence arises that under
the term consumer unit is not meant the electric meter, but only the steel or plastic box. The
electrical devices which are placed in the distribution board are called system devices.
The electricity meters are placed on the distribution boards or into the shared distribution
boards with the appliances for distribution behind the electricity meter. In such a case there
has to be the distribution board made to this function and has to have the type approval. The
electricity meter part and secondary distribution boards have to be structurally and optically
separated. An important part of installation of electricity meters is specification of a place in
the distribution board for their placement.
Type of device

width [mm] height [mm]

depth [mm]

1-phase electric meter

180

200

160

3-phase electric meter

200

400

160

Remote control switch of rates (HDO)

180

300

160

Tab. 1: Sizes needed for placement of electric meters and switches valid in the E.ON company
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Placement of electric meters in consumer units:
In blocks of flats they are placed either in some fire separated non-lockable space, or in a
corridor. In family houses which do not have character of flats, garages and recreational
buildings there are consumer units placed outside the buildings on a permanently accessible
and non-lockable place. There is forbidden to lock consumer distribution boards with
locks.
Design of electric meters
Electric meters can be made in designs:



Analogous – at present only the installation which have been operational
Digital – there can be also used so called smart electric meters

Note:
Digital electric meters with backlit displays have currently memory cards and they are able to,
for example, evaluate costs of electric power. We can find them only in the classical design
intended for central measuring of electric power consumption in a building, but also as socket
adapters which are intended for measuring electric power offtake in a specific appliance
connected to the grid.

Fig. 10:A Modbus Electric meter
https://www.enika.cz/em24din-av93x-ispfb-65a-3in485-mid_z15640/

Fig. 11: A digital electric power
consumption meter as a socket adapter
https://www.zasuvka.eu/cs/mericespotreby/digitalni-meric-spotreby-elenergie-dt25?id_product_attribute=0

In case of more-rate electric meters there is a HDO (Mass remote control system) part of
distribution board with electricity meter see Chapter 2.4.
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Smart electricity meters
To be able to measure and display the right data from energy meters there is necessary to
make an optimal web interface.

Fig. 12:An example of the web interface for an electricity meter setting
https://www.maximintegrated.com/en/app-notes/index.mvp/id/4663

Visual tools for setting and reading of power use
Among these tools can belong, for example, PC monitors, laptops, tablets and
smartphones. The term visualization will be mentioned in Chapter 3.1.

Fig. 13: Measured and read data from an
electric meter displayed on a smartphone,
https://www.conrad.cz/meric-spotreby-a-spinacizasuvka-pro-ios-a-android-voltcraft-sem-3600btschuko-zasuvka.k684997#
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Fig. 14: Displayed current data right on the display of an electricity meter
https://www.tyden.cz/rubriky/byznys/chytre-elektromery-jsou-drazsi-a-v-domacnostech-senevyplati_293921.html

Smart sockets

Fig. 15:A smart socket NETIO 4ALL
https://www.netio-products.com/cs/zarizeni/netio-4all#lg=1&slide=3

NETIO 4ALL is a PDU module with 4 power sockets 230V/8A with a power consumption
measuring in every socket (A, W, kWh). These plugs can be connected to a computer network
by LAN and WiFi. Every of four plugs can be separately turn on/off via the Internet or by
means of various M2M API protocols. Smart plugs NETIO 4ALL are made for application of
remote measuring and controlling of power sockets.
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M2M (Machine 2 Machine)
It is a direct el. communication among machines, devices and systems without a human
intervention.
M2M API
It is meant as an interface for electronic communication with a remote device or program.
The abbreviation API is very often used in context with programming languages. The
abbreviation M2M is used in a similar context, but among various tangible products.
Communication protocols
There can belong among the communication protocols which are used for the system of
metering power off-take



M-Bus
SDS

M-Bus
European standard M-Bus (Meter-Bus) was originally and primarily intended to remote
reading of data from heat meters, but generally they are made to application of data
collection from off-take meters of various kinds of energies as, for example, potable and
non-potable water, gas, heat and el. power MaR (Metering and Regulation). There can be
also read data from various sensors and control actuators mostly from the area of systems
where is not so much necessary a quick response in time. The structure is based on a series
asynchronous transmittion on a two-conductor-bus with possibility of direct charging of
user stations.

Fig. 16: A connection of 3-phase Modbus electric meter
https://www.loxone.com/enen/kb/modbus-energy-meter/
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SDS
A SDS bus or Smart Distributed System is a multi-use industrial communication bus used
primarily by Honeywell. The reliability of data transmission is provided by fault and
confirmation messages so that every communication device has certainty of required
commands and data transmission.
There can be connected to a SG via communication protocols individual consumption meters
which are in a household. Except for electricity meters it can be, for example, water and gas
meters.

Fig. 17: A connection of consumption meters via M-BUS communication protocol
https://www.hw-group.com//products/HWg-PWR/images/HWg-PWR_M-Bus_icons.png
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2.4

HDO - MASS remote control switch

A receiver of HDO – A mass remote control switch enables to switch a electricity meter to
the high rate “HR” or low rate “LR”. It is a way to regulate electric power remotely. For
an information transmission the system uses power lines of electrical grid “EG”. The
information in form of impulse code is sent on frequency of hundreds or thousands hertz
(for example, 217 Hz – majority of the Czech Republic, 760 Hz, 1060 Hz) and subsequently
there is this high frequency transformed to the basic frequency of EG, that means to 50 Hz.
The distributors of electric power have the individual frequencies divided not to cause
remote influencing of remotely controlled appliances of other distributors. The
placement of HDO is usually in a consumer unit next to the electric meter. There can be also
found version in a form of socket adapter. For the protecting HDO receiver there is used a
2A circuit breaker (pink colour). The circuits of receiver are interconnected with a CYKY 1.5
mm² conductor.

Fig. 18: A consumer unit with a two-rate electricity meter and a receiver of HDO
https://cs.wikipedia.org/wiki/HDO#/media/File:Elektrom%C4%9Brov%C3%BD_rozvad%C4%9B%C
4%8D_PER_2.JPG

An important indicator of HDO receivers is time monitoring when it is most suitable for
individual electrical appliances to switch. It is in the moment when there is enough electrical
power and the prices are lower, that means it is so called low rate. Time monitoring can be
provided automatically by using intelligent HDO switches in a classical version or in a form
of socket adapters.
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Fig. 19: A smart receiver of HDO with a socket adapter
http://www.matelektra.cz/inteligentni-zasuvky/

If a user decides to use a smart rate switch in a socket adapter form, he has to follow several
safety measures for its right functioning.






A socket HDO receiver has to be set identically as the HDO receiver which controls
the electricity meter in the consumer unit.
The HDO receiver has to be functional in the consumer unit
A socket receiver is not allowed to be dismantled, adjusted or to operate it in a
dismantled state
For safety reasons there is not allowed to put away the cover of device if it is
connected to the grid. First, it is necessary to disconnect the device from the grid.
These devices are suitable for using in internal areas as, for example, apartments.
There is not suitable to use a socket HDO receiver in wet or chemically aggressive
environment.

Surge protectors
Surge protectors are placed in installations as a protection against undesired effects of
overvoltage which is an increase of voltage over the voltage level in the electrical grid. This
can happen two ways:



Atmospheric – a strike of lightning
Operational states of grids – for example switching

There is necessary to implement some safety measures against these undesired effects as:



Lightning conductor – a protection of external parts of a building by means of LPS
Surge protectors – SPD protections against electrical devices connected in electrical
installations
14

There are used the following international terms which are used in connection with
overvoltage protection see Tab. 2
Abbreviation

Origin of abbreviation

Explanation

LEMP

Lightning
impulse

LPL

Lightning protection level

LPMS

LEMP protection measures A system of protection
system
measures against LEMP

LPS

Lightning protection system

A system of protection
against a strike of lightning

LPZ

Lightning protection zone

A protection zone against a
strike of lightning

SPD

Surge protective device

A protection device
handle overvoltage

electromagnetic Electromagnetic
impulse
caused by a strike of
lightning
Level of protection against a
strike of lightning

to

Tab. 2: Terminology of oversurge protection

The connection of SPDs in an electrical installation is made according to the zones in a
building so called LPZ. These zones show us how much is a particular part of the building
prone to a strike of lightning. Exposed to the effects of a lightning.
SPD tools can be divided into three basic groups according to their placement, namely SPD 1,
SPD 2 and SPD 3. The type SPD 1 is based on the principle of gap made for bigger
overload waves. The types SPD 2 and SPD 3 are based on the principle of surge arrester, so
called nonlinear resistance which with rising voltage sinks. These tools are made for lower
overvoltage waves. These types of protection are connected among conductors L1, L2,
L3, N and ground. From Fig. 20 there is obvious that the system SPD 1 is connected to the
main distribution board, SPD 2 to the secondary distribution board and SPD 3 to the
end electrical device. The type 3 can also be in a form of socket adapter which has a built-in
surge protection. For individual installations there is valid a rule that there is not
recommended to use, for example, SPD 3 protection without previous use of SPD 1 and 2
because it would be useless from the safety point of view.
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Fig. 20: Types of oversurge protection in a building
http://elektrika.cz/data/clanky/dehn-svodic-prepeti-spd-typu-1-2013-vlnolam-bleskovych-prou
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3

Characteristics of SMART GRID

A smart grid hereinafter referred to as „SG“ or so called intelligent grid is a system of
components whose main function is, as it was mentioned in the introduction, to reduce
energy consumption of a company and this way to spare total costs on energy. Among
the commodities (goods) whose consumption can be made more efficient there can belong for
example non-potable water NPW, heat for heating of buildings, or electric energy. For
reaching the optimal requirements on the energy consumption in terms of domestic
installations there can be used the following example:









Dimmers
Thermostats _temperature regulators
Control units
Time switch
Motion sensors
Rain sensors
Charge regulators
Measuring devices

Fig. 21: Possibilities of a smart house
http://www.onlinetechnology.cz/clanky/inteligentni
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Fig. 22: An example of a smart installation connection with a GILD system
http://elektro.tzb-info.cz/inteligentni-budovy/6870-gild-komplexni-system-pro-inteligentni-rizenibudov

The individual parts of an intelligent installation can spare energy in households, but the given
system is always not able to provide the required effect itself. There is needed to provide
good knowledge of general public and, with this related, good habits of end consumers
when using „SG“ capabilities. Without providing the right knowledge and behaviour of end
consumers there would have, for example, the results of consumption measuring of particular
energies no meaning and there would not be reached any energy saving.

Fig. 23: A thermostat
https://www.elektrobock.cz/bezdratovytermostat/p247

Fig. 24: A motion sensor
http://www.esylux.cz/cidla-pohybu/24-cidlopohybu-rc230i-4015120015311.html
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3.1

Basic terminology used with SG

System elements:
They are elements which are closely connected to the operation of system buses. There can
belong among these elements for example:




USB interface
RS232 interface
RJ-45 interface

Fig. 25: A connector and an USB 3.0 socket
http://www.fotografovani.cz/vybirame/technologie1/jaka -budoucnost-ceka-rozhrani-usb-bude-10xrychlejsi-153042cz

Fig. 26: RS232 interface
https://www.tme.eu/cz/details/rs232_s5/ridi
ci-cleny-plc/ssa/rs232-s5/

Fig. 27: RJ-45 interface
file:///C:/Users/Zdenek%20Hradil/Desktop/komunika
ce-prumyslova_rozhrani.pdf

Actors:
Actor is the specific name of an object which is able to delegate messages (a pure object
programming language). They can be divided into two main groups:



Input actors
Output actors
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Then the actors can be divided according to their shape and waveform of input and output
signal. The actors can be:




Binary (turn on/off state)
Analogous
Wireless radio actors – they can be used in case when there is not possible to lead
the system bus to the place where the actor has to be placed.

As an example there can be mentioned a dimmer which is used for the regulation of lighting
in a room by which it is possible to achieve a suitable light scene and spare some electric
power at the same time.

Fig. 28: An example of switch wireless actor
http://www.elinas.cz/rfsa-61b_prikald_zapoj._original.jpg

Detectors and sensors:
There is needed to provide the current information about external physical quantities to enable
the system to regulate and control. This way of getting information there subsequently runs
the process of controlled action by means of sensors and detectors. Sensors are only input
devices and they can be made in two versions:



Model with a sensor built in the electrical system
Model with a separate sensor connected to the input actor
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Fig. 29: An example of smoke and temperature sensors
https://www.interconnect.cz/ostatni-sluzby/bezpecnostni-systemy/pozarni-signalizace

Bus:
It is a transmission medium to which there can be connected different participants who can
exchange some information. A bus can be:



Arranged in series – it includes sharing data and the control of shared conductor or
conductors.
Arranged in parallel – it includes a group of controlling, address and data conductors

The data transmission on busses is determined by a protocol (the standard according to
which there is going on the electronical communication for example TCP/IP – Transmission
Control Protocol / Internet Protocol). Among the bus systems there belong:






System Nikobus – the bus is made of two twisted conductors of a power line which is
used for the transmission of information and at the same time for charging of
connected participants – for example sensors.
Radio frequency system – there is enabled wireless communication when the
bilateral transmission of messages between the devices is made on frequency of 868,3
MHz with two-way confirmation.
EIBA/KNX System – individual components are connected in parallel to the bus by a
4 core cable
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Fig. 30: A twist
https://cs.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vodi%C4%8D_(elektro
technick%C3%BD_v%C3%BDrobek)

Fig. 31: Description of a twisted pair of cabling
http://ijs2.8u.cz/index.php?option=com_content
&view=article&id=19&catid=10&Itemid=124

Note:
Twisted pair of cabling is an English term used for a wiring in which a volume of
conductors (usually of eight) is interwoven into a couple. This type of wiring is call
symmetrical because both conductors are in equal position and the signal of transmission
on the line is determined by the difference in potentials of both conductors. The reason why
are both conductors twisted in couples lies in making the electrical qualities of cable
better – there are minimized so called crosstalk (when one line is interfered the other one)
between individual pairs and there is reduced the influence of conductors on the
surrounding and from the surrounding.

Fig. 32: JYSTY 2x2x0,8 cable for a EIB/KNX bus
http://www.elektroprumysl.cz/elektroinstalace/architektura -komunikace-a-adresovani-sbernice-knxeib
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Fig. 33: More detailed description of a JYSTY 2x2x0,8 cable for an EIB/KNX bus
http://elektrika.cz/obr/08_abb_system_12v.jpg

KNX bus cable:
It is used for the automation of buildings to control lights, heating, air conditioning, time
messages etc. The operating temperature ranges from -30 °C to +70 °C. This cable can be
laid along with electrical cables.
Material of conductor

Cu – copper

Colour of sheet

Green

Diameter of conductor

0,8 mm

Insulation of cores

PVC

Number of cores

4

Nominal diameter of conductor

0,5 mm²

Tab. 3: Basic parameters of a JYSTY 2x2x0,8 cable for an EIB/ KNX
https://eshop.elkov.cz/produkty/jb-ksk224-kabel-sbernicovy-knx-ycym-2x2x0-8-eib-1bal-100m

bus

Note:
EIBA (European Installation Bus Association) is a association of leading companies in the
field of electrical installations in Europe. Its main aim is to offer unified system of
installation busses for controlling of operational processes in buildings. In the view of the
fact that the KNX system (Konnex-Association) is fully compatible with EIB, there can be
most of the devices marked by two logos, namely KNX and EIB.
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Fig. 34: Block scheme of SG modules connection by EIB/KNX ,
https://automatizace.hw.cz/clanek/2006082701

Description of KNX set with connection of
a dimmer:







Power supply source 29V DC with
a choke Type of sources (160mA,
320mA, 640mA a 1280mA)
Sensor – for example a button, a
sensor of temperature, humidity,
intensity of light etc.
Actor – for example a relay, a
heating valve, a dimmer etc.
Bus wiring – twisted pair

Making it operational :

Fig. 35: A simple KNX set
https://automatizace.hw.cz/teorie-a-praxe/knx.html
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Setting individual addresses to
particular
devices
–
clear
identification of a sensor o ran
actuator
Parametrization of a particular
software of a dimmer or actuator
Assigning of group addresses –
operation of functions of sensor and
actuators

Fig. 36: Power supply of houses with KNX from a
distribution grid
http://www.elektroprumysl.cz/elektroinstalace/je energetika-pripravena-spolupracovat-s-chytrymi-domy

Topology of bus wiring:
This term is used for naming of the graphical description and arrangement of system
elements, so called bus topology. Bus wiring can be divided into five basic structures:






Ring topology
Tree topology
Bus topology
Star topology
Mesh topology

Fig. 37: Star structure
http://www.svetsiti.cz/clanek.asp?cid=Zaklady topologie-a-komunikace-192000

Fig. 38: Tree structure
http://blog.banan.cz/Internet/Topologie-siti

Fig. 39: Ring structure
http://ct.upce.cz/machalik/puitkstare/site/prvni.htm

Fig. 40: Linear – bus structure
http://www.townsvillenerds.com/what-arenetwork-shares/
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Individual topologies of bus wirings are influenced by the system arrangement. This can
be:




Centralized
Decentralized
Hybrid

Centralized system:
In this system there are the inlets – (switches, press switches, sensors etc.) and the outputs –
(lights, appliances etc.) connected in star connection type to the main control. That means that
every part (sensor, or appliance) has its own connection to the main control. Individual parts
can mutually communicate only through this central point.
Decentralized system:
In this system there has every part (sensors and actors) its own intelligence in form of
microprocessors with a primary memory. Every part is directly connected to the busses
wiring. It is so called decentralized intelligence where there exists no other central controlling
and there is provided better operational reliability (for example KNX, LON and etc.).
Hybrid system:
In this system there are the inputs (sensors) connected to the bus while the outputs are
connected to the control unit (for example Nikobus).
Visualization:
It is a schematic depiction of the whole system. By means of the visualization there can be
watched and set various parameters in the electrical installation. A big advantage is the
possibility of connection to the Internet. This way there can subsequently be controlled
individual operations in the SG. This solution is suitable, for example, in case of longer
absence in the building. There is possible to set remotely, for example, heating of the
household in the time of winter months.
Control unit (CU):
It communicates with a sensor and it controls individual appliances. The communication is
lead according to the character of switching, dimming, controlling etc. They can be made, for
example, with 4 or 12 inputs for free use. For every input there can be add a required function
by programming. The units are equipped with a source for charging of busses. But there is
active only one source which takes over charging of the whole bus. Other units are ready and
in case of failure of the active source there automatically takes over charging another unit.
This way the bus is operational in every time span.
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Fig. 41: An example of photovoltaic system visualization on a tablet, smartphone and watch
https://www.fronius.com/cs-cz/czech-republic/solarenergy/vyrobky/firmy/%C5%99e%C5%A1en%C3%AD/softwarov%C3%A1 -%C5%99e%C5%A1en%C3%AD-fronius

Fig. 42: General realization of a KNX bus with the connection of components
http://docplayer.cz/4337496-Komplexni-rizeni-budov-zakladni-prehled-knx-systemu.html
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3.2

Examples of SG components

Motion light sensor:
They can be considered for a component of SG. For their simple installation they could
belong to classical installations because they are integrated into an existing electrical wiring.

Fig. 43: Connection of a motion sensor
https://www.zabezpecovaci-zarizeni.cz/technicke-tipy/automatizace-domu/automaticke-spinanisvetel-pohybem-osob-%5Bt001%5D

Process of installation:
1. Turn off the circuit breaker and try out if the light circuit is really not life.
2. Take off the terminal cover of the light and disconnect the phase conductor (black or brown)
from the light.
3. Connect the phase conductor (black or brown) to the brown switch conductor.
4. Connect the blue light conductor to the neutral light conductor (also blue).
5. Connect the red conductor to the light instead of the formerly disconnected phase conductor.
6. Check all things and then cover them all.
7. Turn on the switch and try the functionality of the devices.
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Dimmers:

Fig. 44: A phase controlled dimmer RLC
http://docplayer.cz/48031893-Tecomat-foxtrot-efektivni-instalace-pro-elektromobilitu.html

Fig. 45: A dimmer
https://www.luci.cz/senzory-pohybu/tlacitkovy-stmivac-smr-m/
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Fig. 46: Connection of a dimmer
https://www.luci.cz/senzory-pohybu/tlacitkovy-stmivac-smr-m/

Fig. 47: Colour marking of conductors of a dimmer
https://www.luci.cz/senzory-pohybu/tlacitkovy-stmivac-smr-m/
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4

Alternative energy sources in combination with smart grid

In addition to the classical connection to the distribution grid there can also be used
alternative energy sources. They can be used not only for electrical energy production, but
also for heating or heating of non-potable water „NPW“. Among these sources there belong:





Photovoltaic panels “FVP“
Solar connectors “SC“
Heat pumps ”HP“
Cogeneration units “CU“

Fig. 48: An example of house with PVE
http://www.solarni-vetrne-elektrarny.cz/zapojeni-fotovoltaicke-elektrarny

To increase the efficiency of using these sources there is needed to influence the energy
flow which is produced in them. For this purpose there are used control units, detectors,
temperature sensors and thermostats in the installations with alternative sources. These
components provide that the produced energy is used in the time when it is needed and there
are no needless energy losses.
4.1

Photovoltaic systems

These systems are used for catching sun shines by photovoltaic panels. By these panels there
is gained DC energy which is either direct or via the inverter used for heating NPW, heating,
or operation of electrical devices in the household. If there are some surpluses the energy can
be stored in an accumulator or this system can be used as a small electric power source for
charging the distribution system DS.
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Fig. 49: A solar system with a PV panels for floor heating and heating of NPW,
http://www.waterheating.eu/8/index.php?ac=177

In the Fig. 49 there is solar system where is first supplied produced el. energy from solar
panels to the system of floor heating and when there is reached the required temperature the
control unit (DC Box) switches the input of el. power for warming TUV. The surplus of
made el. energy can be in this case used as a source of el. power for home appliances
connected to the AC socket. For getting AC el. power there is included into the system a
DC/AC inverter which changes direct el. energy to alternating one.
Description of main parts of a photovoltaic panel
Photovoltaic cell:
A solar cell is actually a large-area diode with, at least, one p-n junction. A solar panel arises
by connecting solar panels in a series or parallel. It provides a hermetic encapsulation of
the cell with a sufficient climatic and mechanic firmness. The efficiency of panels is estimated
in the range 14-18 % and their lifetime period is 25-30 years. The optimal exposure angle
of panels to falling sun rays is 35 °. The material used in panels is silicon. The voltage of one
cell is approximately 0.5 V.
Inverter:
In photovoltaic panels there is made direct current and voltage. If we want to change the
produced direct voltage into alternating voltage and into a required frequency, we have to use
a device which enables us to transform direct current which is made by a photovoltaic panel
to alternating current. This device is called inverter. Inverters can reach efficiency up to 96%.
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Control unit:
It shows the information about produced energy and operational states. It can be a part of
inverter.
Voltage regulator of battery:
Especially in places where a photovoltaic power station serves as a so called off-grid system
for independent power supply of a building, there are used accumulators for energy
accumulation in times when the photovoltaic panel has no heat energy coming. For these
purposes there is necessary to have a voltage regulator in the installation. It serves for
charging accumulators and protecting the accumulators against deep discharge at the same
time.
Note:
According to the topical buyout prices of electricity produced by a photovoltaic system there
can come to the situation when it is for the owner of power station financially more
favourable to sell all produced energy and the building supply from the public distribution
grid.
Use of sunshine integrator
It is a device which according to signal intensity of sunshine counts accumulated solar
energy on a unit of area. This accumulated solar energy serves for counting the efficiency of
photovoltaic power stations in dependence on a time period.

Fig. 50: A display of integrator
http://products.domat-int.com/cs/komunikativni-ovladace-acidla/346-integrator-slunecniho-osvitu.html
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Fig. 51: A switch of integrator
http://domat-int.com/wpcontent/uploads/domat_UI415_cz.pdf

A sunshine integrator measures input voltage which is proportionate to sunshine intensity
from an external sensor with output 0..10 V. An immediate value of sunshine intensity in
kW/ m2 is displayed on the LCD display. This value is then once in a second integrated in
time and on the non-potential output (semi-conductive relay) there appears impulses
proportionate to the energy which falls on 1 m2 of measured area. These impulses can be
transferred to any module which subsequently the energy accumulates. The received values
are used for determining short-term and long-term efficiency of a photovoltaic station.
Switch:
BUS END: both switches in ON positions ends the bus (it is used if the device which is the
last one on the bus)
INIT: set the device to the initial communication parameter
4.2

Wind farms

Unlike classical big wind farms there are used various types of rotors in home installations.
They can be divided according to their design into two main groups:




Horizontal axis wind turbines HAWT – classical design in most cases with three
blades. These wind turbines have a direction blade for turning. For that reason that
the wind plant always has to be turned against the direction of wind flow.
Vertical axis wind turbines VAWT – it is a Darrieous rotor and Savonius wind
turbine. This design is financially more demanding, but there is no need to install a
direction blade.

Fig. 52: A Darrieous rotor with three
semi-elliptical aerodynamically shaped
blades
http://www.ekobonus.cz/vetrneelektrarny-nejcastejsi-typyexperimentalni-projekty-a-zajimavost

Fig. 53: An example of Savonious
turbine
with
aerodynamically
shaped
blades
thttp://forum.mypower.cz/viewtopic.
php?f=41&t=463&start=120
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Fig. 54: An example of horizontal
axis wind turbine with five blades
http://www.windsystems.eu/download/JPT-100manual-2016.pdf

Fig. 55: A wind turbine set
http://www.energetickagramotnost.cz/aktivity/modely -obnovitelnych-zdroju-energie/

Fig. 56: Description of mechanical parts of wind turbine
http://www.tvojdom.sk/dom-stavba/stavba-rekonstrukcia/vetrne-elektrarny.aspx
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Fig. 57: Manual of assembling of a wind plant JPT-100
http://www.wind-systems.eu/download/JPT-100-manual-2016.pdf

Fig. 58: A graph of output relation on wind speed (JPT-100 wind plant)
http://www.wind-systems.eu/download/JPT-100-manual-2016.pdf

It is clear from the graph that at 12 m/s speed of wind there is the power plant output 100W.
If the speed of wind flow reaches 20 m/s, than the wind turbine signalizes overloading and
there is automatically turned on electromagnetic brake to slow down the rotor revolutions.
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Fig. 59: A hybrid solution of a wind turbine in Darrieous + Savonius combination
http://www.wind-systems.eu/vertikalni-vetrne-turbiny-hivawt.php

Fig. 60: A combined system of a photovoltaic plant and a wind turbine ,
sol.eu/en/wind-power-installation/
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http://elektro-

4.3

Cogeneration units

It is a power generation unit which serves for primary production of electric energy and heat
(KVET). This process is called cogeneration of energy and heat. If the production were also
focused on cold, then it would be so called tri-generation.

Fig. 61: A building with a cogeneration unit
http://koget-cz.webnode.cz/zapojeni-kogeneracnich-jednotek/

The electric power produced in a cogeneration unit is used for the building operation as well
as in case of power surplus to be supplied to the grid. As an emergency power unit serves a
gas boiler.
Function Principle of cogeneration unit
The main component of CU is a piston combustion engine. It is specially made to work on
combustion of natural gas. The engine has the task to drive an electric generator which
produces electric energy. The combustion products go to the heat exchanger. In this
exchanger there is the heat handed over to the water. After transferring heat from combustion
products to the water they cool down. As a result they leave the CU while having a very low
temperature. This way is provided a very efficient use of natural energy of natural gas when
there are prevented heat losses in form of hot combustion products to the air.
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Description of cogeneration unit main parts

Fig. 62: Description of a cogeneration unit

Control system MicroGEN AP:
A small control system for a cogeneration unit with the graphical display 128x64 pixels with
wide possibilities of control, communication and configuration. It supports all modes of
cooperation with networks P (parallel), I (off-grid), E (emergency), P+I, P+E, it divides
active output (in P mode) and active output and idle power (in mode I) between more engines
without a need of superordinate control system. It enables manual and automatic control
mode, copying of power use in the building etc.
Inductive electronic ignition
For smaller engines with 3÷8 cylinder there is a possibility to control ignition advance,
parameterization and integrated diagnostic system.
 Communication via RS-232 (diagnostics and setting by the service program Manager),
RS-485 (for communication with the control system UNIMA)
 Charging with 11÷15V
 Number of coils 3, 4, 6, 8 (dual mode)

Fig. 63: A control system of CU MicroGEN AP
http://www.unima-ks.cz/ridici-system-microgenap.html

Fig. 64.: An inductive electronic ignition
http://www.unima-ks.cz/uis1.html
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5

Revision of electrical wiring

According to the chart a home installation belongs to electrical devices „ED“ protection
class 1, so called devices with a protective conductor.

Tab. 4: Protection classes of electrical devices
http://docplayer.cz/7122547-Odborny-technicky-dozor.html

Without bringing out the protective conductor there would not be functional any automatic
disconnection from supply when using protective and security parts of the installation. There
is a necessary condition to make a so called initial revision/inspection before bringing the
installation to operation. This inspection is made by a revision technician with a valid
certificate and authorization for this kind of activity. The result of this inspection is a
revision report which is kept for the whole lifetime of the installation. In regular intervals
there is made, according to the type of „ED“, a regular inspection (for example every 5 years).
The result of regular inspections is a revision report which is kept for the time up to the next
regular revision.
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6

Concluding summary of SG use in home installations

In comparison to a classical installation a SG installation is much more demanding as for
work as well as financially. As it has been mentioned there is necessary the user of power to
be able to use all functions and possibilities of „SG“ to be achieved a real decrease in power
consumption and lowering of costs in households. With respect to constantly rising costs of
energies and availability of modern technologies there can be assumed that more and more
households will invest in appliances with lower energy demands. With this trend there will be
also connected state grants on so called green energy that means to production of heat and
electric energy from alternative sources which will be much more environment-friendly.
Among these sources there will especially belong photovoltaic plants and wind farms, heat
pumps, solar systems and cogeneration boilers with quality burning. At present the main
problem of these technologies remains relatively high acquisition costs which can be a big
burden to most households. Therefore, it is necessary to convince people in a state or city
about benefits of such an investment. The main idea of using SG should be in the fact that
these grids mean, regardless of higher acquisition costs, lowering economical burden to a
household in power consumption as well as they influence the environment in the region.
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